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Abstract 

The building is the main place for humans to feel safe and comfortable. Also, the building 

does not depend on economic dimension only but depends on the social and environmental 

dimensions. For that, it is very important to achieve thermal comfort in the building to 

increase people's ability to be productive and feel comfortable. It notes that the highest ratio 

of building constructed with a brick of concrete in North Sinai - Egypt. Therefore, giving 

special attention to making the building constructed with a brick of concrete low cost is 

very essential in maintaining the cohesion of the three dimensions of green architecture 

building. Therefore, the study will include changing the shape of the concrete hollow brick 

with the same materials and its ratio in manufacturing. To construct the building in less 

time and decrease construction laborer and the material which use in construction. Also, the 

study will include some cross sections in external walls to achieve the most suitable section 

in-wall appropriate with the environment of north Sinai that decreases the overall heat 

transfer coefficient on the wall of the building. Additionally, that compares the cost of 

building for the traditional building constructed by brick of concrete with the building 

constructed by new brick of concrete. Finding will improve the economic and 

environmental dimension for building constructed with new concrete brick, which can 

impact directly in the social dimension. Because using the new hollow brick will decrease 

the energy consumption and the cost with a ratio of 7% in every part during a building's 

life cycle.   

Keywords: Low-cost building; Thermal comfort; Energy consumption; Heat 

Transfer. 

1. Introduction

The building is a major worry for all people as the well-being of a country is 

reflected in taking people pleasure in a certain standard of living.[1] The green 

economy is a development of the state in which the industrial economy adapts to 

human health needs and the environment.[2] The goals that motivate the planning 

and design of green buildings[3] (address environmental degradation, improved 

human health, and comfort, economic, political, societal goals) Goals reflect the 

unique needs of the human spirit. A lot of studies refer to green construction leading 

to important economic savings.[4] Therefore, the main importance must be to the 

envelope of the building. 
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The envelope of the building has an important role in saving the internal climate in 

the building stable.[5] The main element in the external envelope is the wall because 

it has the biggest space. So, we should care about choosing the construction system 

and its element and material to improve thermal comfort indoor buildings.[6] When 

it has controlled the heat transfer throw the wall and raise the level of thermal 

insulation for the wall,[7] it had decreased indoor heat gains during summer and indoor

heat losses during winter.[8] Additionally, that will decrease energy consumption 

inside the building which help reduce the cost. So, the external envelope 

construction affects the cost during the life cycle of the buildings.[9] 

According to that, the construction envelope control at the Heat Transfer through 

the wall. Climate change is the major challenge we face, consequently should be 

focused on reducing energy consumption through control in the building envelope 

construction.[10]  Concrete hollow block masonry is widely used.[11] Hollow brick is 

assumed that a hole may be treated as a medium with thermal resistance. .[12] Heat 

transfer through perforated bricks can be governed by conduction through the brick 

body, conduction through the filler in the holes in addition to radiation and natural 

convection in the holes.[13] Also, the thermal behavior of hollow bricks could be

improved by filling hollow cavities with heat-resistant materials such as PCM. .[14]

Currently, a lot of studies focused on compressive strength and the thermal conductivity of 

the cement composite. .[15] Besides that, some studies referred to using recycled material

with cement in concrete products such as brick.[16] 

In a building the walls, floors, and roofs are the most important sections, which can be 

analyzed distinctively based on the needs, thus, improving the speed of construction and 

reducing the construction cost. .[17] Improved thermal comfort keeps the indoor temperature

at the comfortable range for a large time and helps in decreasing the electrical consumption 

energy of buildings.[18] However, the impact of solar radiation on building envelopes varies

dramatically according to seasonal and spatial variation.[19] A thermally insulating 

envelope can significantly decrease indoor heat gains during summer and indoor heat losses 

during winter.[20]  The ventilation, air-conditioning (HVAC), and Heating demand account

for 40% of household energy use.[21] The energy-efficiency of air-conditioning is the main 

part of building energy-saving.[22]  Thermal properties such as thickness and conductivity 

and the effective energy performance are analyzed in Energy Plus.[23] 

The aim of the study is to change the shape of traditional hollow brick to connect without 

material between layers and improve the economy and the heat transfer coefficient. 

Additionally, Analyze the new hollow brick’s role in the economy and the heat transfer 

coefficient at the building. The thermal behavior of new hollow bricks will analysis with 

Fourier's law. Also, the energy consumption at heating and cooling, Structure Costs, 

HVAC Costs, Lighting Costs will analysis with a simulation program design-builder. 

2. Methodology:

This paper will Analyze the new hollow brick’s role in the economy and the heat transfer 

coefficient at the building. This brick has been designed to connect without material 

between layers. Additionally, it has the same material as a traditional hollow brick which 

has been used in north Sinai especially in El-Arish city, Egypt. the new hollow brick effect 

in two phases the building construction phase and the building operating phase. 
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This paper included three phases. The first phase had compared the new hollow brick with 

traditional hollow brick. Then, the second phase had analyzed the thermal behavior of new 

hollow bricks. Finally, the third phase depended on program analysis, which studied the 

energy consumption at heating and cooling, Structure Costs, HVAC Costs, Lighting Costs. 

The first phase compares the new hollow brick with traditional hollow brick:  

This part study properties changing the shape of concrete hollow brick to improve 

the properties and performance during the stage of construction building and the 

indoor environment during use the building. Table 1 explain different between 

traditional hollow brick and new hollow brick. The new concrete hollow brick had 

designed to be connected without material which will save the time and number of 

construction laborers during the construction building phase, also will decrease the 

cost of construction building by saving the material which uses between the brick 

to make it connect. Additionally, designed to save a comfortable environment 

indoor building by decreasing the overall heat transfer coefficient on the wall of the 

building. 

Table 1. compare between the traditional concrete hollow brick and The New 

concrete hollow brick 

The traditional concrete hollow brick The New concrete hollow brick 
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The second phase had analyzed the thermal behavior of new hollow bricks.: 

To analyze the thermal behavior of new hollow bricks has done compared with the 

ten traditional types of brick, which used usually in building to know the difference 

between them in heat transfer coefficient as explained in Table (2) below. This study 

will show suitable sections in the wall that can use in building construction, which 

reduces Heat Transfer through this wall. Therefore, the decrease the heat transfer 

will help to save energy consumption in buildings. So will compare the coefficient 

of heat transmission in some cross sections in traditional walls with walls that use 

the new brick without opening. This comparison had been used Fourier's law [24]: 

𝐪 =
𝟏

𝐑
 (𝑡1 –  𝑡2)  (1) 

𝑹𝒕 =
𝟏

𝑭𝒊
+

𝐗𝐚

𝐊𝐚
+

𝐗𝒃

𝑲𝒃
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𝑲𝒄
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𝑿𝒏

𝑲𝒏
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𝟏

𝑭𝒐
 (2) 

𝐔 =
𝟏

𝐑𝐭
 (3) 

Q = U.A. (t1 – t2)  (4) 

(Q) The heat flux density. 

(R) Thermal Resistance. M² c°/w 

(X) Thickness (cross-section of material)    

(F) Film coefficient, W/m2.C○. 

(U) Overall heat transfer coefficient, w/m² c°. 

(k) Thermal conductivity for material, W/M.C○ 

. 

∆T = (t1 – t2) 

(t1) The external temperature = 32.75 C○ (The average temperature in summer) 

(t2) The internal temperature = 25 C○  

Fi =   9.37 W/m2.C○.   (Static air) 

Fo = 22.7 W/m2.C○. With speed 24 km/h 

(Wind in summer season)  

According to Egyptian code (ECP 306 – 2005) 

 Heat transfer coefficient for Contains: (k) 

Cement Portland = .175   W/M.C○ 

Air cavity =.025 W/M.C○ 

Brickwork, dense = 1.4 W/M.C○ 

Polystyrene =.03 W/M.C○ 

Thermal conductivity units are [W/(m K) 
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Table 2. explain Thermal conductivity through eleven types of walls 

Code Study Thermal conductivity through sections in walls 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m  cement Portland

b) .02  m brickwork, dense

c) .02  m air cavity

d) .02  m brickwork, dense

e) .02  m air cavity

f) .02  m brickwork, dense

g) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R = 1.748      m² c°/w4 

U =  0.57  w/m² c° 

Q =   62.21   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .025  m brickwork,

dense

c) .0225  m air cavity

d) .025 m brickwork,

dense

e) .0225  m air cavity

f) .025  m brickwork,

dense

g) .02  m cement Portland
dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =  1.965     m² c°/w 

U =   0.50   w/m² c°  

Q =  55.34    w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .025 m brickwork, 

dense

c) .0375  m air cavity

d) .025 m brickwork, 

dense

e) .0375  m air cavity

f) .025 m brickwork, 

dense

g) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   3.215    m² c°/w 

U =  0.31  w/m² c°  

Q =   33.82   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .04  m brickwork, dense

c) .04  m air cavity

d) .04  m brickwork, dense

e) .04  m air cavity

f) .04  m brickwork, dense

g) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   3.69    m² c°/w 

U =  0.271 w/m² c° 

Q =  29.47    w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .17 m brickwork, 

dense

c) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   0.15    m² c°/w 

U =   6.66  w/m² c°  

Q =    724.99  w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .2  m brickwork, dense

c) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =  0.169     m² c°/w 

U = 5.91   w/m² c°  

Q =   643.49   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .1  m brickwork, dense

c) .05  m air cavity

d) .1  m brickwork, dense

e) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   2.252    m² c°/w 

U =  0.44  w/m² c°  

Q =   48.29   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .1  m brickwork, dense

c) .075  m air cavity

d) .1  m brickwork, dense

e) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =    3.29   m² c°/w 

U = 0.30  w/m² c°  

Q =  33.05    w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .1  m brickwork, dense

c) .05  m Polystyrene,

expanded Styrofoam.

d) .1  m brickwork, dense

e) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   1.835    m² c°/w 

U =  0.54  w/m² c°  

Q =   7.25   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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Contains  & Dimension 

a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .1  m brickwork, dense

c) .075  m Polystyrene,

expanded Styrofoam.

d) .1  m brickwork, dense

e) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   2.669    m² c°/w 

U =  0.37  w/m² c°  

Q =   40.74   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 
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a) .02  m cement Portland

b) .03  m brickwork, dense

c) .045  m air cavity

d) .05  m brickwork, dense

e) .045  m air cavity

f) .03  m brickwork, dense

g) .02  m cement Portland

dimension Perspective explains layers of material 

Thermal conductivity 

R =   3.862    m² c°/w 

U =  0.25  w/m² c°  

Q =   28.15   w 

Perspective for brick Plan for brick 

The third phase used program analysis design-builder: 

To know the coefficient for the effect of change shape hollow brick on studied the 

energy consumption at heating and cooling, Structure Costs, HVAC Costs, Lighting 

Costs had been used the simulation program design-builder. Also has been choosing 

the most two types of brick used in construction building to compare with the new 

hollow block brick. Then has been measured three outputs from the program (The 

Temperature and heat loss for wall - The energy usage at heating and cooling - The 

cost), to compare the result for the three types. 

The most type of brick used in construction building: 

1. Hollow brick -  Thickness = 12 cm

2. Hollow brick -  Thickness = 15 cm

3. New hollow brick-  Thickness = 20 cm  ( the case study)
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According to that, three models of room with an area of  (25 m2) without opening 

and a height of (3 m) have been designed inside the design-builder program. The 

first model has been used in wall construction hollow brick with a thickness of 

12cm. The second model has been used in wall construction hollow brick with a 

thickness of 15cm. The third model has been used in wall construction hollow brick 

with a thickness of 20cm, this model is the case study. Consequently, has been 

simulated the three model with this program and has been given these results which 

show in the below tables. The program has been given the energy consumption in 

the building and the cost. Energy consumption depends on two types heating and 

cooling in the building. The cost depends on three parts structure costs, HVAC 

costs, and lighting costs in the building. 

Energy consumption: The two tables below explain the result of analysis models 

in the design-builder simulation program. The energy consumption at district 

cooling in the three models of buildings is shown in Table 3. The energy 

consumption at district heating in the three models of the building is shown in 
Table4. 

Table 3. Explain District Cooling between the three models of building 

Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 

District 

Cooling [kWh] 
5162.95 5069.69 4779.22 

Table 4. Explain District heating between the three models of building 

Building 1 Building 2 Building 3 

District 

Heating [kWh] 
408.64 409.69 306.4 

The cost: The estimated building construction cost data shown below is based on 

'per gross internal floor area' costs of services, sub-structure, and frame 

construction.  The cost of constructions and glazing is based on the 'per surface area' 

cost data from the constructions and glazing database. Surface finish costs are also 

calculated from actual building surface areas and entered surface finish per area 

costing data. 

The three tables below explain the result of analysis models in the design-builder 

simulation program. The Structure Costs for the three models of buildings are 

shown in Table 5. The HVAC Costs for the three models of buildings are shown in 

Table 6. The Lighting Costs for the three models of buildings are shown in Table 7. 
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Table 5. Explain The Structure Costs for the three models of buildings 

Structure Costs 
Floor Area 

(m2) 
Cost (GBP) 

Building (1) 22.7 4,758.18 

Building (2) 22.1 4,638.90 

Building (3) 21.2 4,443.60 

Table 6. Explain HVAC Costs for the three models of buildings 

HVAC Costs 
Floor Area 

(m2) 
Cost (GBP) 

Building (1) 22.7 3,398.70 

Building (2) 22.1 3,313.50 

Building (3) 21.2 3,174.00 

Table 7. Explain Lighting Costs for the three models of buildings 

Lighting Costs 
Floor Area 

(m2) 
Cost (GBP) 

Building (1) 22.7 1,359.48 

Building (2) 22.1 1,325.40 

Building (3) 21.2 1,269.60 

3. Result and discussion:

The first phase compares the new hollow brick with traditional hollow brick:  

The comparison between the new hollow brick and the traditional hollow block 

explains the benefit of the new hollow brick. 

benefits of the new hollow brick at many sides such as: 

 Decrease the time of building construction because of the type of new brick

putting it together so easily.

 The new brick does not need material to connect.

 Reduce the number of construction laborers.
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 The thermal behavior of hollow bricks could be improved by filling hollow cavities

with heat-resistant materials. Which that will help in:

o increase feeling comfortable indoor building

o thermal comfort which can impact directly in decreased use

equipment (which is used for cooling in summer– heating in winter)

o achieve thermal comfort and decrease the use of equipment that

affects energy consumption

All these benefits will help to decrease the cost for the building during the 

construction phase and at the operating phase. After defining the benefit of the new 

hollow brick, had been made five samples of new hollow brick and tested its 

Compressive strength. The result of this test explains the average compressive 

strength for five samples of new hollow brick = 4.5 N/mm2. The compressive 

strength for the new hollow brick has been compared with the compressive strength 

according to the Egyptian code (N 204 - 2015) in the Table 8 below. 

Table 8. Explain the compressive strength for new hollow brick and Egyptian code 

Compressive strength (N/mm2) 

E
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y
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n
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o
d

e 

The Compressive strength according to the Egyptian code (N 204 - 2015) to: 

 Non-load bearing concrete hollow brick = 1.6 N/mm2

 Load bearing concrete hollow brick = 4 N/mm2
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The Compressive strength for new concrete brick = 4.5 N/mm2 
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Figure 1. Explain the compare compressive strength between the Egyptian code 

and New hollow brick in the case of non-load bearing concrete hollow brick 

The compare compressive strength to New hollow brick is higher than the 

compressive strength wanted in Egyptian code in the case of non-load bearing 

concrete hollow brick. New hollow brick is the highest compressive strength 

percentage of 65% with compressive strength wanted in Egyptian code in the case 

of non-load bearing concrete hollow brick as showed in Figure 1. 

According to that the changing shape of the hollow brick didn’t negatively affect 

the compressive strength. So, the new hollow brick can be used in building 

construction in the wall not loaded bearing. 

Figure 2. Explain the compare compressive strength between the Egyptian code 

and New hollow brick in the case of load-bearing concrete hollow brick 

The compare compressive strength to New hollow brick is higher than the 

compressive strength wanted in Egyptian code in the case of load-bearing concrete 

hollow brick. New hollow brick is the highest compressive strength percentage of 
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12%  with compressive strength wanted in Egyptian code in the case of load-bearing 

concrete hollow brick as showed in Figure 2. 

According to that the changing shape of the hollow brick didn’t negatively affect 

the compressive strength. So, the new hollow brick can be used in building 

construction in the wall-loaded bearing. 

The second phase had analyzed the thermal behavior of new hollow bricks.: 

Comparative analysis of the heat flux density through all eleven cross-sections walls 

without opening with use used Fourier's law has given this result in the Table 9 

below: 

Table 9. Explain the heat flux density through the eleven cross-sections walls 

during the summer season. 

N Code Thermal Resistance. M² c°/w 

1 W (1) 1.748 

2 W (2) 1.965 

3 W (3) 3.215 

4 W (4) 3.69 

5 W (5) .15 

6 W (6) .169 

7 W (7) 2.252 

8 W (8) 3.29 

9 W (9) 1.835 

10 W (10) 2.669 

11 W (11) 3.862 

Figure 3. Explain the thermal resistance for eleven examples of walls. 
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The comparison of the thermal resistance between eleven examples of wall explains 

that the example of W (11) is the highest resistance. Also, this wall has the lowest 

heat flux density through the building wall during the summer season as showed in 

Figure 3. W (11) is the highest resistance percentage of 50 % with the most traditional 

hollow brick used in walls - W (2). 

The result according to that the new hollow brick can use in the green building 

because it saves thermal comfort inside the building and reduce the heat transfer 

from the external envelop of the building. 

The second phase had analyzed the thermal behavior of new hollow bricks.: 

After the two previous studies which have proved the benefits and role of new 

hollow brick to saving the thermal comfort indoor building, this part will explain 

the energy consumption in two dimensions in heating and cooling inside building.  

The energy consumption for cooling in building: 

Figure 4. Explain the energy consumption for cooling in building from design 

builder simulation program. 

Result for this chart the building (3) which used the new hollow brick helping to 

save the energy. Its energy consumption is lower than another two buildings in the 

case of cooling buildings. Building 3 is the lowest the energy consumption for 

cooling percentage of 7.5 % with the most traditional model - building 1 as showed 

in Figure 4. 
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Figure 5. Explain the energy consumption for heating in building from the design-

builder simulation program. 

The result for this chart is building (3) which used the new hollow brick helping to 

save energy. Its energy consumption is lower than another two buildings in the case 

of heating buildings as showed in Figure 5. Building 3 is the lowest the energy 

consumption for heating percentage of 25 % with the most traditional model - 

building 1. 

Consequently, using the new hollow brick help to improve the thermal comfort 

indoor the building that decreases use heating and cooling mechanical lowest. 

Therefore, it helps to save energy consumption in the building. 

The cost : In this part compare the result of analysis models in the design-builder 

simulation program about the structure costs, the HVAC Costs, and the lighting 

costs for the three models of buildings. Therefore, that will appear role of the three 

models in reducing costs. Additionally determine which one of them more efficient 

in decrease the cost than others. 
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Figure 6. Explain the cost of structure for the three models of building from the design-

builder simulation program. 

The result for this chart, the structure cost for the building 3 which used the new 

hollow brick is lower than another two buildings as showed in Figure 6. Building 3 

is the lowest structure cost for the building percentage 7 % with the most traditional 

model - building 1. 

Figure 7. Explain the cost of HVAC consumption for the three models of building from 

the design-builder simulation program. 
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The result for this chart, the HVAC cost for the building 3 which used the new 

hollow brick is lower than another two buildings as showed in Figure 7.  It depends 

on reducing the energy consumption cooling and heating mechanical as has showed 

in second phase. Building 3 is the lowest HVAC cost percentage 7 % with the most 

traditional model - building 1. 

Figure 8. Explain the cost of lighting consumption for the three models of building from 

the design-builder simulation program. 

The result for this chart, the lighting cost for building 3 which used the new hollow 

brick is lower than another two buildings as showed in Figure 8. Building 3 is the 

lowest lighting cost percentage 7 % with the most traditional model - building 1. 

Consequently, the building which used the new hollow brick decrease cost of the 

structure, lighting consumption, and HVAC consumption. Finally, using the new hollow 

brick will decrease the energy consumption and the cost with the ratio of 7% in every part 

during a building's life cycle. 

4. Conclusion:

the main goal of this study was to change the shape of concrete hollow brick to 

decrease cost during a building's life cycle and improve the heat transfer coefficient. 

The specific concluding remarks related to the findings presented herein can be 

drawn from this study are:  
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- The results of this study indicate that the changing shape of concrete 

hollow brick with the same material is certainly feasible. 

- Based on the experimental results, The new concrete hollow brick will 

achieve high Compressive strength compared with the wanted at the 

Egyptian code (N 204 - 2015). 

 compressive strength highest percentage 65% in the case of non-

load bearing concrete hollow brick.

 compressive strength highest percentage 12% in the case of non-

load bearing concrete hollow brick.

- The new concrete hollow brick has made improvements also including 

decrease cost during a building's life cycle: from planning to design, 

construction, operation, maintenance, renovation, and demolition, Such as: 

o planning to design: it stable for all typing of building so the

designer could take his freedom in planning and designing

buildings.

o Construction:

 using the new hollow brick will decrease the structure cost

with a ratio of 7%.

 decrease the time of building construction. The decreasing

time of construction to the project will decrease the cost and

reduction the possibility of risking raise prices of materials

for another part of the construction.

 does not need material to Bond it together, so that saves the

cost which will pay to this material.

 reduce the number of construction laborers. Reducing the

number of construction laborers will reduction the payroll

of construction laborers.

o operation: the resistance for heat transfer highest percentage 50%.

So decrease the heat transfer throw wall which will increase the

feeling of a comfortable indoor building.

o achieve to thermal comfort can impact directly in decreased use

equipment (which is used for cooling in summer– heating in

winter) and decrease use equipment that affects energy

consumption.

 Reduce the energy consumption for cooling with a ratio of

7.5 % .

 Decrease the energy consumption for heating with a ratio of

25 % .

 Reduce HVAC cost with a ratio of 7%.

 Decrease lighting cost with a ratio of 7%.

o maintenance: can replace the brick with another one so easy

o renovation: can change the wall place easily.

o demolition: it is Easily disassembled because it isn’t found Bonding

material.
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